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Brand personality:
Caring, fun, proactive, friendly,
intelligent, pioneering, community
spirited, teaching, confidence
building, positive, inspiring, proud.
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Our vision and values:
VALUES
Our values are at the heart of everything we do; our events, our publications,
our communications. And we want our members to feel these values whenever
and wherever they interact with us.

Reach is… positive
Even in the darkest moments, we want Reach to be a ray of hope in our
members’ lives. We see the potential in all Reach children and celebrate
their ability, never focusing on disability.

Reach is… supportive
We recognise that different families want different levels of support, and we
tailor our approach to suit them. We’re there to provide resources, support
and practical advice; whatever our families tell us they need.

Reach is… inspiring
Our members are amazing and we shout about their achievements whenever
we can. We share success stories and hero those ‘wow’ moments, big and
small, to show families just how much our incredible children are capable of.

Reach is… community
Connecting families is a vital part of Reach’s work and the bonds this creates
is priceless. Whether it’s at our family weekend, branch meetings or on our
Facebook forum, we help members to build relationships that last a lifetime.
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Tone of voice
When people are faced with difficult news or challenges in their children’s
lives, they need a charity that speaks to them in a tone that resonates
with them. We need to be the friend who understands what they’re going
through, the voice that reassures them and the supporter who helps them
see the brighter side of life in testing times.
Our tone of voice needs to reflect this role, so it must be:
• assured but informal
• friendly but authoritative
• human but expert
• positive but realistic
It may seem like a difficult balance to meet but there are a few simple
writing techniques that will help us achieve the right mix of conversational
and assured.
1. Write how you speak – use contractions and colloquialisms instead of
formal grammar and structure. Whatever you write, read it out loud and
make sure it flows like speech.
2. Write for your audience – how you communicate on Facebook will be
very different to how you write a grant application, but the basic
principles remain the same. Think what the reader wants to know and
what they need to hear; then just use your common sense.
3. Don’t use a long word when a short word will do – studies show that
readers actually think writers who write more succinctly are more
intelligent, so never use a fancy word when a simple one does the trick.
Our members have varying levels of education and our messages should
be crystal clear to everyone.

How it works in practise
From this...

To this...

With the advancement of Ultra
Sound Scanning limb deficiencies are
sometimes detected before birth and
can cause additional worries for the
parents to be. Early detection of this
nature can have its advantages
and disadvantages.

Found out your baby has a limb
difference at your ultrasound scan? It’s a
shock, we know (and we’re here to help).
But there are some advantages
to knowing before your baby arrives.
Here’s why…

Meeting new people can help develop
strategies for describing and talking
about the deficiency. Your child will
listen to how you describe the arm
and copy later on, so being matter of
fact and using simple terms will pay
dividends. Involve your child in all the
explanations. The child may also be
with children he will go to school with
later on.

Practice makes perfect, and although
it can be a bit uncomfortable at first,
talking to strangers about your child’s
limb difference can help you hone what
you want to say. Your child will follow
your lead later on, so it’s good to have a
well-rehearsed speech you can rattle off
if anyone asks – because they’ll soon be
following your lead.

Reach relies on volunteer fundraisers
to keep the organisation working
effectively.

Our volunteer fund-raisers are our
heroes; without them we just wouldn’t
be able to support our families the way
we do today.
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Main logo
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Main logo reversed
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Logo no no’s
Here are some examples of what not to do with our logo. As with every set of rules, sometimes
we can’t help but break them. But if you think you might have to, contact our Head Office team
before you do anything.
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Do not rotate

Do not distort
lengthways or width ways

Do not use the full colour logo on
contrasting coloured background

Do not outline

Do not use a
different font

Do not position on
a busy background

Do not recolour

Do not add drop shadow

When the logo is printed in greyscale use only solid black version

The use of straplines
Potential awareness straplines
The below copy options shouldn’t be permanently linked with the brand marque – instead they
should be used as inspiring rallying calls for particular campaigns or communications.
The three examples below aren’t exhaustive – we can add more messages to suit the mediums
we need them to cover. However, in terms of reinforcing our values, these examples fit perfectly
and portray the positive, inspiring image we want members and partners to have of Reach.
Born incredible (e.g. on the cover of My Story)
Aim higher (e.g. on hoodies for RAW)
Where anything’s possible (e.g. as a headline on the website)
Without limits

When Reach is being
introduced to a new
audience we need
to explain in full
what we do.
This strapline should
be used away from the
logo. See page 12 for
an example.

Helping children with
upper limb differences
live life without limits.

Born incredible
Star left point as height gap

The strapline should always be in
Reach blue and font should always be:
Verveine, aligned centred under the
Reach name. Use the height of the star
size in the logo to measure the gap
between the baseline of the Reach font
and the top of the strapline font.
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Give it some space
Whenever you use our main logos, make sure you give it some breathing
space. Use the height of the letter c to mark the minimum area around it.
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The cloud
The cloud can be used alone with out the text, but
only on material that has the complete logo within
it. Do not separate or reposition the text from
the logo.

The star
The star can be used alone without the cloud or
text, but only on material that has the complete
logo within it.
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Logo in use
Always place the logo in the top left-hand corner of your artwork. If it
ends up covering an important part of your image, then move, crop or
change the image to make it work.

Banner design suggestion

Annual Report cover design suggestion
My Story cover design suggestion
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Trustee

Within Reach magazine design suggestion
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Our fonts
Our two brand fonts are clear, bold and full of character, just like Reach kids.
We’ve specially picked each of our fonts to make your work look lovely and clean.

We use our fonts for four – and only four – different things:
1) Headlines
2) Headers
3) Sub Headers
4) Body copy
We have a house style for writing headlines, headers and subheaders. We always
start with a capital initial and use all lowercase letters from then on. (The only
exception is names of people and places, of course.)
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Our fonts

Headlines Verviene
Headers

inglobal - Regular

Subheaders

Inglobal - Regular
Avenir Regular

Body copy

Avenir Black

Body copy bold

When fonts are unavailable use:

Headers

Franklin Gothic Book

Subheaders

Franklin Gothic Book

Body copy

Ariel

Body copy bold

Ariel
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Our colours
The Reach blue and orange should always
be the dominant colours across all of our
communications.

Pantone 2728

Pantone 152

CMYK

CMYK

C:90
M:68
Y:0
K:0

C:0
M:65
Y:100
K:0

RGB

RGB

R:0
G:90
B:169

R:236
G:120
B:35

WEB: FF6633
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WEB: 336699

Our colours
Secondary palette
PANTONE:
639C

Always use the best quality
print available within budget.
Reach is a mindful charity that
spends its resources wisely.
Whenever possible the cheapest
combination of Digital CMYK
print must be sourced. Pantone
5 or 6 colours must only be used
when the price of the promotion
can be justified or on a 2 colour
print job.

710C

389C

261C

C:100
M:2
Y:2
K:1

C:0
M:84
Y:64
K:0

C:29
M:0
Y:100
K:0

C:70
M:70
Y:33
K:15

R:0
G:167
B:227

R:240
G:81
B:84

R:192
G:213
B:47

R:92
G:83
B:116

#099CC

#FF6666

#CCCC33

#666699
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Our photos
Every photo we use should bring to life our core brand values: positive,
inspiring and proud. Never use images to shock. We do rely on images sent
in by our members, which we love to share, but we can only use the best high
resolution quality resolution of 300dpi to achieve clear print quality. We never
stretch, squish or distort our images. But we’re not afraid to give them a crop if
it will add impact.
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Our illustrations
We have a library of Reach illustrations available to use.
Please contact Head office to access jpeg files.
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Contact details
Many thanks for adhering to our guidelines.

Head office contact details:
Address: Pearl Assurance House, Brook Street, Tavistock, PL19 0BN
Email: reach@reach.org.uk
www.reach.org.uk
Twitter: @reachcharity
www.facebook.com/reachcharity
Main line: 0845 1306 225
M: 020 3478 0100

Reach Charity Ltd

A company limited by guarantee. Registered in England

Registered office. 25-29 High Street, Kingston-on-Thames, KT1 1LL
Registration no. 07054164. Registered charity no 113454

Logo and brand guidelines designed by kimonodesign.co.uk
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